
relevate  
schedule.
making scheduling smarter



get the most out of your time
Shift-based work presents challenges for managers and team members alike. Between last-minute 
callouts, time off and unpredictable sick days, it’s hard to be prepared for everything. Particularly 
when the unexpected happens, it can be hard to trade shifts or coordinate to backfill via text, phone 
and email. If only there was a way to manage shift-based work in one place.

There is — and it’s called Relevate Schedule, part of the relevate technology suite from Randstad.

relevate schedule for managers
Relevate Schedule is a versatile, smart solution that streamlines scheduling and reporting processes. 
With an automated scheduling process in place and data at our fingertips, we’re able to get the right 
people for the right jobs right away — and that means we can fill shifts faster and more strategically. 
In fact, at client sites where we have deployed Relevate Schedule, we’ve reduced the amount of time 
spent communicating with talent via phone by 80 percent. This enables us to provide more value, in 
areas like recruiting great candidates and on-site talent engagement.  

relevate schedule for team members
Sometimes life gets in the way of a team’s shifts. When an unexpected life event happens, it can be 
hard to communicate and arrange coverage with other team members in a timely fashion. But with 
Relevate Schedule, we can manage and coordinate shift changes all in one place.



automate complex  
employee scheduling
Whatever scheduling tool you use, Relevate Schedule helps 
eliminate scheduling headaches and enables users to meet unique 
scheduling needs while easily handling unforeseen changes. 

advanced rules engine
Align shifts to complex scheduling and overtime rules.

auto-fill shifts
Auto-assign shifts and manage fatigue and overtime.

automate notifications
Send schedules and shift changes automatically.

reduce labor costs
Use historical information to better predict labor needs, optimize 
labor coverage for every shift and track labor costs against budget.

reduce overtime
Control overtime costs and track labor costs compared to budget.

align schedule to demand
Forecast demand to create schedules.

optimize schedule
Auto-assign people to optimize labor coverage.

Relevate Schedule can make life easier for everyone involved in shift-based work by delivering efficiencies and 
eliminating the headaches that come with scheduling and rescheduling. With Relevate Schedule, leaving voicemails 
for a staff member or managing schedules on paper are a thing of the past.

benefits
across the board.



improve employee engagement
Enable workers to view their schedules, manage their availability 
and seamlessly trade shifts. 

manage availability
Pick up shifts and update availability. 

mobile apps
Manage schedules and info on any device.

trade shifts
Provide open trading or require manager approval.

improve employee 
communication
Proactively communicate work schedules with workers, get 
immediate responses and ensure workers are at the right place at 
the right time. 

pick up or sign up for shifts
Assign shifts or publish for pickup.

instant message
Use two-way texting for faster shift pickup.

group notifications
Message everyone or just a target group of people.

ensure compliance
Track credentials to ensure compliance, store certification 
documents and eliminate the risk of scheduling non-compliant 
workers.

track credentials
Store credentials, expiration dates and documentation.

auto-notify
Alert workers and managers of upcoming credential expirations.

shift blocking
Prevent workers with expired credentials from being scheduled.
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get started with relevate 
schedule today
Relevate Schedule can help you plan for nearly any 
scheduling contingency — contact us today. 
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